
15 Things to Build a Relationship with Your Elected Leaders 
Advice from Mayor Tracy Upchurch, St Augustine, FL 
1. Start by answering the question: What motivates me to be an advocate?


2. Work to understand and be open to the agenda, principals and worldview that motivates 
your elected official.


3. Include policy makers by inviting them to your significant events so they get insight into 
what concerns you.


4. Meet for 15 minutes in their office or over coffee/meal - and offer to pay. 

5. Make contact about one thing, not about everything.


6. precede and more importantly follow up with a summary of points and next steps.


7. Assuming that the goal is some kind of action, it is important to be concrete about what 
you are asking for and support with facts. It is easier to ignore vague and unprepared 
contact.


8. Coalition building is effective - partnering with other groups with similar goals builds power.


9. Form emails are the least effective contact with elected leaders. They are the easiest to 
ignore. (Be aware that email to elected officials are public record and what you say can be 
brought up publicly).


10. Florida law requires public bodies to make space for public comment before a vote is 
taken. Coming to those public meetings as a group, maybe with common t-shirts to also 
speak is effective advocacy. Choreographing comments so that your group doesn't all say 
the same thing, but highlights different aspects of the cause is effectve.


11. Think about advocacy as seed planting work. it may take a while (years?!) before change 
takes place.


12. Recognize that my personal conduct matters - i.e. attack, shame and blame for others can 
have a negative impact. Anger is a tool of last resort. Model the behavior you want for our 
community.


13. Staff of elected leaders should be treated with the same respect as the elected leader. They 
have the ear of the elected leader. The senior staff understands the elected's agenda. The 
closer you are to their home district, the more they will care what you have to say.


14. election years can make it hard for elected officials to take controversial votes, AND you 
will probably get their attention during this time because they want to get elected.


15. Important to contact officials when they are not in session and again when they are. Work 
on coalition building.  This can make a difference even in the face of not having large 
dollars for lobbying.


